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Discussion Questions

1. What are the different ways that the novel’s title could be interpreted? 

2. How is family defined in the book? What are the different relationship dynamics?

3. In this novel, people process trauma very differently. Hope is reluctant to express her feelings, 
Eden has cut herself off, their dad blames himself, Luce couldn’t be around. Talk about the ways in 
which the characters believe that their methods of coping have worked for them. How have their 
approaches held them back? What are some things they could have done differently?

4. Early in the novel, Hope calls her mother, who has terminal cancer. When Hope asks how she is 
feeling, her mother snaps at her and says she doesn’t want to talk about her health because there is 
more to her than just cancer. How is this similar to Hope saying she doesn’t like the word “victim?”

5. Hope and her friends are artists making their way in New York. Jamie wonders if he and Hope 
would have decided to be artists if they had known how hard it was going to be. How do Hope, Ja-
mie, and Zara each pursue their artistic careers?

6. How is this a novel about queerness and LGBTQ+ lives? How has Hope found her chosen family? 
How does her community validate her in ways that her biological family doesn’t?

7. After breaking up with Hope, Noreen quickly establishes herself in a “normal” life – she gets a 
good job, she marries her new girlfriend and has a baby. Is Hope capable of living a “normal” life? 
Does she want to?

8. How is this a book about searching for home? Near the end of the book, Hope gets a ride from 
a person who tells her that, like Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz, Hope has had the ruby slippers all 
along. Did Hope need to go on this journey? Did she already have knowledge and strength to find 
her way home?

9. At the end of the novel, we aren’t given many traditional answers. Hope doesn’t convince Eden to 
testify. Eden doesn’t welcome Hope into her life. On the surface, Hope doesn’t have much more than 
she started out with. But what deeper things does she gain?

10. What do you think happens to Hope after the book ends?             
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